
Handling government 
information



All of the information that you, 
as a BZ employee, work with 
is government information. 
Government information belongs 
to the government and may at some 
point be made public.

If you write a memo or fill in an Excel document, for example, 
you create new government information. The same applies to 
information you send or receive in emails and messaging apps and 
information that appears in infographics and videos. 

Good information management is an essential part of your work 
and ensures the proper functioning of BZ. Not only is it vital to 
our operational management, it ensures social and political 
accountability to current and future generations. Through active 
publication and the Government Information (Public Access) 
Act (WOB), citizens have the right to access certain government 
information. Conversely, other government information such as 
personal data must not be made public. 

This means that all relevant information must be made available and 
easily accessible at the right time, in the right way and to the right 
people. To ensure this happens, you are responsible for handling and 
archiving all relevant information that you create and receive.



Practical 
implications

We use 247Plaza, 247Foxy and Sophia for decision-

making, archiving information and collaborative 

working. These platforms help us ensure our 

information management is transparent, reliable and 

future-proof.

Things to be aware of: 

All the information and communication technology that you use to 
carry out your work for BZ contains government information. This 
also applies to private devices you use for work. If possible you should 
therefore avoid using private devices for work.

In accordance with the ‘open by default’ principle, we make 
government information public whenever possible.

Government information that is made public will always remain 
public. For example, once a publication appears online it can never be 
completely removed.

There are various reasons for not making certain information public, 
for instance information concerning national security, privacy 
protection, company confidentiality and personal views. Only 
authorised staff have access to such information.



Implications for your day-to-day work

Save your information somewhere your colleagues have access to. Use the 
available BZ systems and BZ devices. If you occasionally use your personal 
phone or computer to handle government information, you may be asked to 
make the device available as the result of a WOB application. 

It is best to avoid working on a personal device altogether because personal 
devices are easy to hack. Information on personal devices is often stored on 
servers in countries with less stringent regulations and security requirements.

Make sure you are familiar with and work in accordance with the rules 
on sharing information. In addition, keep confidential information and 
sensitive personal data protected from the view of others (see ‘Privacy and 
confidential information’ below).

Certain categories of information are actively made public. This includes 
investigation reports, policy evaluations and annual plans. 



Quality of BZ 
information management

Good information management is vital to BZ as an 

information-rich, knowledge-intensive organisation. 

We want our information to be reliable, easy to find, 

complete, traceable, accessible and reusable, now and 

in the future for our staff and for others.

Be aware that: 

BZ stores its information in a permanently accessible way for as long as 
it is of value to the organisation, citizens or society as a whole.

In the course of 2021, BZ plans to automatically archive the emails of 
BZ staff and store them securely for at least 10 years. Relevant emails 
concerning matters of importance related to social and political 
accountability to current and future generations must also be archived 
in Sophia.

Implications for your day-to-day work:

When you save a document, give the file a clear, logical name so that 
it is easy to find. For example, have the name include the subject, date 
and a reference number if applicable.

Save any relevant drafts and contextual information in 247Plaza, 
247Foxy or Sophia as well. Use revision control (version management) 
to make it easy to consult earlier versions of a document.



Privacy and confidential 
information

Be aware that: 

Personal data can be used and shared only for the purpose for which it was 
collected. 

Personal data may not be kept beyond the maximal retention period. 
Retention periods vary for different types of data. The department that uses 
the personal data is responsible for the timely deletion of that data.

Citizens have the right – without stating a reason – to be informed what 
personal data of theirs the government has. Among other things, the 
government must also inform people how their data will be used.
 
Additional conditions apply when it comes to handling sensitive personal 
data, such as information relating to religion/belief, race/ethnic origin, 
political preference, health, sexual behaviour/sexual orientation, union 
membership, genetic data and biometric data.
 
Highly classified information may not be stored in 247Plaza, 247Foxy or 
Sophia.
 
You can find more information on the ‘Key to protection’ page and the GDPR 
(AVG page, in Dutch) on 247Plaza.

https://247.plaza.buzaservices.nl/subject/protection/SitePages/Home.aspx
https://247.plaza.buzaservices.nl/subject/Privacy/SitePages/Home.aspx


Implications for your day-to-day work

 
Follow the provisions of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). 
 
Give the correct permissions for the sites and libraries on 247Plaza and 
247Foxy and to the files in Sophia. By doing so, you can prevent unauthorised 
colleagues from accessing confidential information or sensitive personal 
information.
 
Delete the CVs of job applicants no more than four weeks after the end of the 
application procedure. BZ may keep an applicant’s data for up to one year but 
only with the applicant’s permission.
 
Never save sensitive, confidential or secret information to a publicly available 
online service such as such messaging apps, Dropbox, iCloud, Google Drive 
or WeTransfer. 
 
Confidential information up to and including Restricted (Dep. V) level may 
be saved in 247Plaza, 247Foxy and Sophia. Information classified any higher 
than this must be saved in Argus.
 
Put information that may not be made public in a separate paragraph or 
document so that it can easily be redacted. This includes information relating 
to national security and privacy as well as confidential company data and 
personal views.

For additional information on privacy and information security, see the Code 
of Conduct for the Digital Working Environment (in Dutch).

http://portal.rp.rijksweb.nl/irj/portal/?NavigationTarget=HLPFS://cisrijksportaal/cispersoneel/cisrechten_en_regels_/cisintegriteit_/ciseindejaarsuitkering_43/ciseindejaarsuitkering_508&NavigationContext=HLPFS://cisrijksportaal/cispersoneel/cisrechten_en_regels_/cisintegriteit_/ciseindejaarsuitkering_43
http://portal.rp.rijksweb.nl/irj/portal/?NavigationTarget=HLPFS://cisrijksportaal/cispersoneel/cisrechten_en_regels_/cisintegriteit_/ciseindejaarsuitkering_43/ciseindejaarsuitkering_508&NavigationContext=HLPFS://cisrijksportaal/cispersoneel/cisrechten_en_regels_/cisintegriteit_/ciseindejaarsuitkering_43


See the site for more information on the topics 
mentioned above: 
Stay linked to information management

https://247.plaza.buzaservices.nl/subject/InfoHH/SitePages/Home.aspx
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